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In-database machine learning has been very
popular, almost being a cliche. However, can we do
it the other way around? In this work, we say “yes”
by applying plain old SQL to Deep Learning (DL),
in a sense, hypothetically implementing deep learning
algorithms with SQL.
Most deep learning frameworks, as well as generic
machine learning ones, share a de facto standard of
multidimensional array operations, underneath fancier
infrastructure such as automatic differentiation. As
SQL tables can be regarded as generalizations of
(multi-dimensional) arrays, we have found a way to
express common deep learning operations in SQL,
encouraging a different way of thinking and thus
potentially novel models. In particular, one of the latest
trend in deep learning was the introduction of sparsity
in the name of Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs),
whereas we take sparsity almost for granted in the
database world.
As both databases and machine learning involve
transformation of datasets, we hope this work can
inspire further works utilizing the large body of existing
wisdom, algorithms and technologies in the database
field to advance the state-of-the-art in machine learning,
rather than merely integrating machine learning into
databases.
1. Introduction
Both machine learning and databases involve
transformation of (or computation over) collections of
numbers. Combining the two fields is then an obvious
conclusion. But the way of such fusion seems to
have been unilateral. Much more effort has been
spent towards providing machine learning capabilities
in a database context, or so-called “In-Database
Machine Learning” [1], compared to integration in the
opposite direction, which we call “In-Machine-Learning
Database”.
We speculate that the connotation of databases has
been more towards “systems” than towards algorithms,
compared to that of machine learning, making it
seemingly more natural to apply the latter to the former.
Modern machine learning, in particular deep learning,
has been growing into expansive software systems as
well, which suggests us to seriously consider the reverse.
In this work we get back at the basic (or not so
basic) notion of “transforming collections of numbers”
and try substituting the typical operations in machine
learning with the most prominent tool in databases,
i.e. SQL, to see whatever novel we can find under
this different perspective. This paper is mainly to
inquire into two research questions: Can we express
deep learning in terms of traditional relational database
theory, and how to do so if we can? What can we
find in traditional relational databases, that could lead
to innovations in deep learning? As the information
systems community might take a more holistic approach
toward the processing of data, including both databases
and machine learning, than the more specialized vanilla
machine learning community, such inquiry may be of
importance to information systems research.
2. Related works
In this section, we review some representative works
connecting the two fields of machine learning (in
particular, deep learning) and databases, so that we can
position this work properly in the whole data science
landscape. In particular, reviewing these works helps
us with a bird’s-eye view of why the relational model,
having been ubiquitous in databases since the beginning
of the field, should still interest those at the tip of deep
learning research.
2.1. Machine learning in databases
MADlib [2] is probably the apex of the classical
approach where machine learning subroutines are
provided as black-boxes in SQL. MADlib also focuses
on conventional machine learning rather than deep





learning. Following MADlib, [3] provides a unified
architecture for in-database analytics. “Big Data” tools,
like Apache Spark and Apache Hadoop, along with
their respective machine learning libraries MLlib [4] and
Mahout [5], also fall under this category.
SciDB [6, 7] substitutes relational tables with
multidimensional arrays. In-database linear algebra
and analytics can then be added, resulting in a
crossover between a numerical library and a database.
Tensor-Relational Model [8] is an elaborated treatise
on the role of multidimensional arrays in relational
databases. MLog [1] provides a domain-specific
language designed for deep learning. The MLog
language is integrated into RDBMS by mixing with
SQL. It operates on multidimensional arrays (tensors)
rather than relational tables. The implementation
compiles MLog into TensorFlow[9] programs. In [10],
array operations, automatic differentiation and gradient
descent are implemented via SQL extensions. [11]
envisioned some possible ways to enhance database
functionality with deep learning, beyond ease of access
of deep learning in databases. SimSQL [12] transpiles
SQL instructions to those in Java which then utilize
Hadoop to process large amount of data in a distributed
fashion.
A strong argument favoring in-database machine
learning is that databases are often mature distributed
systems, so distributed machine learning would
supposedly require little extra effort on the user in a
database setting. [13] explores such a setting.
2.2. Database functionality in general
machine learning settings
Despite claimed as “an in-database framework”,
AIDA [14, 15] provides a client interface to a
SQL server in the Python language, which is the
de facto standard in the machine learning world,
AIDA also shifts some of the computation to the
server side, or more precisely, a Python interpreter
embedded in the database server. So AIDA is best
understood as implementing (low-level computation of)
machine learning in a database, and then providing the
augmented database to machine learning to the user.
ML2SQL [16, 17] compiles a unified declarative
domain-specific language to both database operations
in SQL and ML-style array operations in python.
SystemML [18] and its successor SystemDS [19] also
provide a unified language, but they use non-relational
databases. TensorLog [20] implements probabilistic
logic, essential to probabilistic databases, over typical
DL infrastructure.
In addition to machine learning in databases, [11]
also envisions providing system-level facilities and
distributed computation developed in the database
community to deep learning. Finally and perhaps the
most well known, the Pandas [21] library familiar to
data scientist already provides some essential relational
functionalities such as JOIN and SELECT.
2.3. Neural networks designed for relational
models
There are also neural networks specifically designed
for learning relations. [22] summarizes very well the
effort in this regard before the “deep learning takeover”,
including Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [23], and
Relational Neural Networks [24].
In the more recent surge of deep learning, [25]
explores a general deep learning architecture whose
outputs are relations, with applications to understanding
scenes. [26] combines relational reasoning with
recurrent neural networks. [27] further applies the
architecture in [25] to complex reinforcement learning
tasks. [28] employs a modified logistic regression over
hidden layers to learn relations. Lifted Relational Neural
Networks [29] combines first-order logic with neural
networks to learn relational structures.
Note that all of these models that are designed to
learn relations, while worth mentioning, overlap little
with our claim that relational-model-based SQL can be
used as building blocks for general deep learning.
2.4. Relational models versus graph
convolutional networks
Even being the ”fanciest of the fanciest” topic in
Machine Learning, Graph convolutional network [30]
(GCN) can’t escape the link to relational models [31].
[25] advocates relating relational models and graph
convolutional networks, as well as deep learning in
general, with extensive review.
One interesting fact about GCNs is that GPUs no
longer make the usual vast speedups. Even without
consideration of relations, GPUs failed to accelerate
beyond one order of magnitude [30]. It could be
something inherent, given the underlying sparsity,
posing the same challenge to deep learning and
databases alike.
Apparently, edges of graphs are relations. But
relations are not always edges – they could be
hyperedges! From the point of view of the “relational”
people, it is really a no-brainer that we could have
hypergraph variants of GCNs. [32] discusses them
without addressing relational models while [33] and [34]




In this part, we give a big picture of our proposed
way of doing deep learning with SQL. While the
meaning of deep learning may not be exact enough
to prevent intentionally creating a counterexample to
our arguments, real instances of deep learning almost
universally follow the structures described here, at least
in a practical, computational sense.
3.1. The (usual) way of deep learning
A deep learning model can usually be regarded as
a scalar function f(D,P), where D denotes a set of
inputs (data) and P denotes the model parameters. Our




where D0 can be interpreted as either the set of all
possible inputs or a test set.
The global minimization is usually intractable.
So the learning process involves some iterative




iterative optimization takes the steps shown in
Algorithm 1. This is the most basic pattern. Some
deep learning algorithms follow alternative versions.
In real world scenarios, it is often only possible to
train with stochastic gradient descent which follows the
general pattern outlined in Algorithm 2, where only a
subset of D is picked for training each iteration. A
recurrent neural network predicting the next symbol
given a prefix would be trained with Algorithm 3, in a
self-supervised fashion, where the samples are encoded
one mega-sequence of vectors S.
Load training set as D ;
Randomly initialize P ;
while not meeting stopping criteria do




(taken care of by
automatic differentiation; not necessarily
mathematically precise) ;
(3) Update P with a new value computed
with the old P and ∂f(D,P)
∂P
(may carry
over state from previous iterations) ;
end
Figure 1. Typical deep learning control flow
Even unconventional uses of deep learning are not
so unconventional in terms of control flows. Neural
style transfer [35] follows the pattern in Algorithm 4,
essentially just switching the argument in Algorithm
1 from P to D. Note that the content image I ′ and
style image I ′′ are never modified once loaded. In
practice, it is often possible to leave out I ′ in the
iterative optimization altogether so long as I ′ is used
as the initial value of I [36].
Load D ; Initialize P ;
while not meeting stopping criteria do
(1) Evaluate f(D′,P) where D′ ∈ D





(3) Update P ;
end
Figure 2. Deep learning control flow that
stochastic gradient descent uses
Adversarial example generation, like fast gradient
sign attack [37], works in a way very similar to neural
style transfer by perturbing D to maximize f(D,P)
in Algorithm 1 rather than perturbing P to minimize
it. The phenomenal generative adversarial network
(GAN) pipes two ordinary networks with parameter
sets P1 and P2 together and run two optimizations in
lockstep as shown in Algorithm 5. Function f1 along
with parameters P1 is the so-called generator network
producing “fake” samples given noise as input, while the
discriminator network with parameters P2 trying work
out a score for each of both these “fake” samples and the
“real” ones given as the training set. Then, one number
representing how well the scores separate the two types
of samples is summarized from the scores. Finally, the
two sets of parameters are optimized with respect to this
number, albeit with opposite signs. Surely the order of
steps (2) and (3) does not matter.
While there could be other ways to code a deep
learning program, the pattern is quite clear. The
control flows of deep learning programs are relatively
straight-forward, whereas the bulk of the effort are
distributed to the design of the models, manifesting
primarily in Step (1) of each example, among the 3
major steps conveniently partitioned out of the main
loops.
As for Step (2) and (3), there is a separation of
concern here. Pragmatically, a major breakthrough that
enabled the explosive progress of deep learning is the
automatic differentiation. While still an active field
of research, development of new deep learning models
can be separated from studying automatic differentiation
(Step (2)) itself. We can mix and match different flavors
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Load S ; Initialize P ;
while not meeting stopping criteria do
(1) Evaluate f(S,P):
(1a) Initialize hidden statesH ( typically
with zeroes );
(1b) for S ′ (embeddings of) sub-sequence
of S do
(1b1) Evaluate network output
(embeddings of predicted
sub-sequence) S ′′ and update hidden
statesH with (S ′′,H)← f1(S′,H,P)
;
(1b2) Evaluate per-sub-sequence loss
f2(S ′′,S) by comparing prediction S ′′
and the corresponding (embeddings of)
sub-sequence of S ;
end
(1c) compute total loss f(S,P) by summing





(3) Update P ;
end
Figure 3. Control flow for training recurrent
neural networks
of control flows with different optimization algorithms,
or more precisely, different update strategies (Step (3)).
While some combinations work better than others, in
general inventors of new deep learning models do not
concern themselves with which update strategy to pick
until tuning the performance of the model.
3.2. Tensor to relations
As we have seen, control flows in deep learning
are usually simplistic. While we can never rule
something out as non-deep-learning just because it has
complex control flows, as a general rule, we could
Load content image I ′ and style image I ′′ ;
Initialize image I (maybe randomly but usually
I ← I ′);
Load (pre-trained) P ;
while not meeting stopping criteria do





(3) Update I ;
end
Figure 4. Control flow for neural style transfer
Initialize P1, P2;
Load true samples D;
while not meeting stopping criteria do
(1) Evaluate
f(D,N ,P1,P2) = f2(D, f1(N ,P1),P2)








(3) Update P1 (maximizing) and P2
(minimizing)
according to respective gradients;
end
Figure 5. Control flow for generative
adversarial networks
say that the bulk of deep learning discoveries lie in
the transformation of data given the limited variants of
control flows. And that transformation might as well be
expressed by relational algebra and SQL, with unique
benefits.
Modern deep learning infrastructure has been almost
universally built upon array-oriented programming
paradigms [38, 9, 39]. Looking back, the array-oriented
thinking has been in fact deeply rooted in machine
learning theories, or more precisely, how those theories
have been formulated. Machine learning theories have
ubiquitously imposed an implicit order over samples in
a dataset by treating a set of vectors as a matrix [40],
or a set of n-th order tensors as a (n + 1)-th order
tensor [41], where the tensors serve as no more than
the mathematical surrogate of multidimensional arrays
for the most of the time [42, 43]. More blatantly,
a tensor (in a usual machine learning context) “is a
multidimensional array”, and “is not to be confused
with” those in physics [44]. However, the notation a
framework based on (matrix notation or proper tensor
calculus) can make a difference in implementation [45,
46].
The ubiquitous use of (ordered) arrays and lack of
(unordered) sets mean an implicit constraint on typical
machine learning formulations. Namely, the tensors
should be arbitrarily permutable along these dimensions.
For example, if we are to feed a batch of images
to a machine learning algorithm , we should get the
same result however we shuffle the order in which the
images are lined up (sans floating point errors), but
not the order of pixels. Note that this does not apply
to online learning where there is indeed a mandated
order of samples. There may be situations other than
online learning where the order of samples could matter,
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especially in some cases where the algorithm is trained
“unevenly” favoring early sample to accelerate training,
but in general we would expect a machine learning
algorithm to output the same result with the order of
samples in the same training set (or at least in the
same batch) shuffled (with labels shuffled accordingly
if applicable, of course).
An obvious justification for the implicit order is
the lack of mathematical tools to represent and study
sets of objects, compared to well-established theories
of matrices and tensors. Imperative languages, which
machine learning programs are written in, can represent
the same computation in principle. But apparently
they are unwieldy if we were to manipulate and deduct
theorems about them, nor do they deal with sets natively.
Yet we have had the appropriate tool right here
in databases for 50 years [47], where the same
frugalness as to avoiding unintentional ordering as we
just practiced led to the invention of the very foundation
of the field. Both theory[47] and practice [48] of
relational databases are built upon the notion of sets.
The array model has been closer to computer
hardware and thus led to easier and more performant
implementations. But looking forward, we always
expect models to catch concepts as precisely as possible,
while shifting the work from human to computers as
much as possible, especially if we are talking about
artificial intelligence! Conceptually, we need to turn
from tensors to relations, which we will explore with
concrete examples next.
4. DL-in-SQL by Examples
While we are far from a formal proof that SQL
can express every possible deep learning model because
of the fluidity of the very concept, we nevertheless
demonstrate how the bread-and-butter constructs of
deep learning can be expressed in SQL.
Here, we use an example deep learning task in stark
contrast to typical database-related ones, to demonstrate
that our architecture is really geared towards deep
learning in general. Meanwhile, we demonstrate how
layers frequently employed can be beautifully cast into
standard SQL.
4.1. Image classifier convolutional networks
In this example, we demonstrate how to specify
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for computer
vision in SQL. The model takes N sample images
together as input, where N varies depending on how
the model is used. The model is fixed for 10 classes,
and 32 × 32 RGB images. Computationally, the neural























𝑁×10array(predictionscores) 𝑁-elementinteger array(class labels)
cross-entropy loss(scalar)
Figure 6. Structure of the CNN for classifying
images. Steps of computation are framed , while
their inputs and outputs are not. Data (parts of D)
are marked in red, while parameters (parts of P) are
marked in blue.
6. To make things crystal clear, we have drawn all
parameters of the network explicitly, so each “step of
computation” in a box does not contain any states.
This is quite different from many illustrations found
elsewhere. For instance, in deep learning jargon, the
first “convolutional layer” would conceptually include
both “conv1” in the box and the two parameter arrays
(kernel and biases) marked in blue, usually not shown
explicitly in diagrams.
Now, we essentially need to express the boxed
steps of computation in SQL, with data D in red and
parameters P in blue given as SQL tables.
First and foremost, let us see what we can do with
the convolution step conv1 . In the SQL context, we
provide the 4-dimensional (N × 3 × 32 × 32) array
of N sample images as a relation samples with the
following 5 columns.
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image, channel, r, c INTEGER
val REAL
The names and types of the columns should be quite
self-explanatory. The column image refers to indices
in the first dimension of the original 4D array, taking
the values from 0 to (N − 1) (inclusive). Similarly,
the column channel refers to which one of the three
(RGB) channels (2nd dimension), while r and c refer
to which row (3rd dimension) and which column (4th
dimension) respectively. The column val stores the
actual values in the array.
Similarly, the 6× 3× 5× 5 array of the convolution
kernel is presented as a relation conv1 weight with 5
columns.
out channel, in channel, r, c INTEGER
weight REAL
And the biases to the convolutional layer corresponds to
a 2-column relation conv1 bias.
out channel INTEGER
bias REAL
With the input relation ready, we can execute
the computation of conv1 with CREATE TABLE
commands. We do this in two steps. Firstly,
we put the results of the convolution itself into
conv1 unbiased.










channel = in_channel AND
r1 BETWEEN 0 AND 32-5 AND
c1 BETWEEN 0 AND 32-5
GROUP BY
image,channel,r1,c1;
Then we apply the biases to get conv1 out.





val + bias AS val
FROM conv1_unbiased,conv1_bias
WHERE channel = out_channel;
The ReLU layer relu1 is computable by the
following.
CREATE TABLE relu1_out AS
SELECT
image, channel, r, c,
MAX(0,val) AS val
FROM conv1_out
Executing max-pooling ( pool1 ) is also
straight-forward.







GROUP BY image,channel, r, c;
Now the remaining computation steps up till flatten
are almost identical to what we have listed except for
the table names and array dimensions. We skip these
computations, and assume that we have evaluated the
output of pool2 . flatten is computable in a similar
fashion in which we have computed ReLU.






A fully-connected layer like fc1 is treated just like
a convolution layer. The weights and biases are put in
the SQL context as fc1_weight with





Then we can compute fc1_out by applying weights
and biases in two consecutive steps.






WHERE i = in_dim
GROUP BY image, out_dim;
CREATE TABLE fc1_out AS
SELECT
image, i,
val + bias AS val
FROM fc1_unbiased,fc1_bias
WHERE i=out_dim;
At this stage we could claim that we have specified
the neural network per se. It is enough for executing
inference. However, for training, we still have to show
how to compute cross-entropy .
Cross-entropy loss for one sample of computed label
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weights x whose correct label is l is given by




And we choose to compute the loss over the N samples
as the mean over each sample. Assume the output of
full-connect-3 to be fc3_out. First we compute the
right side of “+” with






where LOG() and EXP() are (element-wise) natural
logarithm and exponentiation. The left-hand side is just
selecting one of 10 elements, listed as follows.









Then we combine both sides to obtain the loss for each
image.








Finally, the average loss is obtained from the following
1-row table.




Now we have finished specifying a deep learning model
entirely in SQL.
4.2. Graph convolutional networks
Now, let us see a basic Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN) setup in SQL. This GCN is adapted
from a simplified version of that in [49], as a
very neat tutorial provided by the same author [50].
We further remove the dropout to simplify things,
which moderately increases the computation load and
over-fitting without changing major results. While
dropout in neural networks [51] has been a great
𝑁×𝑀array
(𝑁 flat samples)







matrix 𝐴(adjacency)   gc2
𝐻×𝐶array(weights)
𝐶-elementarray(biases)
Figure 7. Structure of the exemplar Graph
Convolutional Network. Steps of computation are
framed , while their inputs and outputs are not.
Data (parts of D) are marked in red, while parameters
(parts of P) are marked in blue.
invention that certainly affects the actual performance
of a neural network, the absence of it rarely renders
a network entirely failing to work, especially if the
network is not yet so big that it easily over-fits.
The structure of the whole forward computation is
as shown in Figure 7. This time we assume N samples
of M features to be classified into C classes, with one
hidden layer of size H in-between. This structure is
actually much simpler than the previous example, the
only really new things being the Graph Convolutional
layers ( gc1 and gc2 ) and the accompanying (N ×N )
adjacency matrix A. So we will focus on them.
From a computational point-of-view, what the
Graph Convolutional layer can be considered as two
consecutive matrix multiplications plus biasing, despite
named “convolutional” layers. That is, the computation
before biasing can be simply expressed as AXW ,
where X denotes the input of the layer and W denotes
the weights. Take gc1 for example, X is an N ×M
matrix while W is M ×H . Then we can add the biases
with
Yi,j = (AXW )i,j +Bj ,
for all i ∈ {1..N}, j ∈ {1..H}, B being the biases of
the layer gc1 .
Now continuing with gc1 , we assume the following
tables in the SQL world.
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samples(i INTEGER, j INTEGER, val REAL);
gc1_w(i INTEGER, j INTEGER, weight REAL);
gc1_b(i INTEGER, bias REAL);
adj(i INTEGER, j INTEGER, val REAL);
Drawing from previous experience of fully-connected
layers, we reproduce the above forward computation in
SQL with
CREATE TABLE gc1_mid AS
SELECT
samples.i AS i, gc1_w.j AS j,
SUM(val * weight) AS val
FROM samples, gc1_w
WHERE samples.j == gc1_w.i
GROUP BY samples.i, gc1_w.j;
for the intermediate matrix product XW , and
subsequently
CREATE TABLE gc1_out AS
SELECT
adj.i AS i, gc1_mid.j AS j,
SUM(adj.val * gc1_mid.val) + bias
AS val
FROM adj, gc1_mid, gc1_b
WHERE
adj.j == gc1_mid.i AND
gc1_mid.j == gc1_b.i
GROUP BY adj.i, gc1_mid.j;
for the whole biased output.
The symmetric adjacency matrix A has zeroes
for pairs of vertices without an edge in-between
and non-zeroes for those connected by an edge.
Furthermore, the adjacency matrix is row-normalized
from a typical adjacency matrix of 0’s and 1’s. That
is, each row sums to either 1 if there are any edges on
the vertex or 0 if the vertex is complete isolated. And so
does each column because of symmetry. This adjacency
matrix is usually sparse. Or to put it another way, the
sparsity is essential to its practical effectiveness, which
in turn was probably an important precondition to its
current popularity. Yet in the SQL world we do not treat
sparsity as something special. Actually we take sparsity
for granted. Note that sparsity here refers to the fact
that we can easily record, for example, a mapping {1→
100, 2→ 500, 65535→ 100000} in a database without
filling the void between 2 and 65535. In some situations,
there may be a “sparsity over sparsity” as we may still
have missing or null values in a relation, the handling of
which is being actively researched. In principle though,
such second-order sparsity could always be eliminated
by refactoring the relations. For example, if we have a
table (a, b, c) where each row may have one or two but
not all NULL(s), we can refactor it to six tables (a, b),
(b, c), (c, a), (a), (b) and (c) without null values at all.
To elaborate, a tuple (A,B,C) where none of A, B
and C are NULL, is mapped to one row in each of the
six tables, (A,B) in (a, b), (B,C) in (b, c), (C,A) in
(c, a), (A) in (a), (B) in (b), and (C) in (c). A tuple
(A,B,NULL) would be mapped to one row in three
tables only, (A,B) in (a, b), (A) in (a), (B) in (b),
and absences in the others. A tuple with two NULLs,
(A,NULL,NULL) would be mapped to (A) in (a), and
no records in the remaining five. See [52] for further
reference on how to refactoring out NULLs.
While how to create an implementation running as
fast as array-basmed deep-learning frameworks is no
easy task, we already have battle-hardened semantics
and standards in the database world.
5. Discussion
The notion that databases provides the data for
dedicated machine learning components to work on
has seldom been questioned when unifying the two
fields. Now we see we can do it the other way around,
interpreting machine learning in terms of database
queries.
From a mathematical point-of-view sets are the most
basic construct on which vectors, matrices and tensors
are constructed. Whereas in terms of programming
the situation is reversed, flat dense arrays coming first
then sparse structures like sets going after. In this
sense, we could consider databases as the deep learning
framework in the future which is more conceptually
correct, more feature-rich but also more complex and
needing more work to optimize. We look at databases,
then we know what can be added to deep learning.
And we know we are on the right track looking at
some recent progress besides the big trend of graph
convolutional networks we have talked about. The
Tensor Algebra Compiler [53] stores tensors as trees,
arguably reinventing database indexes. Named Tensors
[54, 55, 56] where tensor dimensions are assigned
alphabetical names, just like good old column headers
in SQL, have made their way into PyTorch [38],
replaying what happened in the database field after
addressing columns with numerical indexes in the very
beginning[47]. Alas, proponents of both directions are
yet to acknowledge (or discover) the similarity to the
existing practices in databases.
The biggest challenge for implementation would be
to port automatic differentiation to relational algebra.
However, it could also be implemented over yet another
layer of flat array (tensor) framework with automatic
differentiation, treated as some kind of linear memory
to sidestep automatic differentiation from the ground up.
Indexes can be built over tensors as well.
Databases have been dealing with sparse data to
begin with. While directly run deep learning in database
engine may not be competitive as random access too
much to be fast at batch processing, we can certainly
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continue to bring experience in database to machine
learning for a very long time to come.
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